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FOREWORD

The .Roonomios Department of this College, under the leadership of
Ta:-T-A,- Gilchrist (now voi:irod), has studied the economic trends in farming
in the West of Scotland for many years. In his final year with the College
he initiated an investigation into the trends in profitability of farming in
the College area which was the starting point of this report.

This pioneering wok and the loyal co-operation of farmers in the area -
not only those whose results were used in this report but the many who in
various ways contributed to the knowledge of this Department - is gratefully
acknowledged. While Robert Hunt undertodk the task of compiling this report,
he has been assisted by the co-operation of many members of the Economics
Department.

It is hoped that this is the first of a series of reports which will
examine the trends in farming types in the South West of Scotland. For this
reason this Department would welcome suggestions and comments from all readers
and, in particular, from farmers in the area. It is hoped that they will, in
this way, become aware that the sometimes onerous task of providing information
is an important role in malci.ng available data which can be used as a basis for
a better understanaing of the problems of the industry, both present and future.

J. Clark
Head of Department
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INTRODUCTION

This r.f,ipcirt s1ildIe3 a_ group of farms whose aoreagoa remainoa substantially

the same over a'period of 12 years and whose Anancial records are available

to the College. The identical nature of the sample over the years makes it

difficult to incorporate the results of a large number of farms. Thus, the

choice of dairy farming as the subject for study. .is partly because of the

economic importance of dairying in the West, but: also because similar identical

samples of other farming types, would be much smaller.

The results of this relatively small sample cannot claim to represent

the complete dairy industry in the College area, but they should give a good

indication of some of the trends, The story of the varying fortunes of this

group of dairy farms will doubtless bear out the personal experience of many

farmers in the area.

After reaching a very low ebb in the early sixties, the subse'quent improve—

ment in profitability, achieved by higher milk prices and greater, efficiency,

is some consolation and reward for effort. However, it is still felt by many,

to be by no means.the end of the struggle to maintain a satisfactory level of
profits.

The particular items emphasised in this report are changes in levels of

net profit, tenantts capital and capital investment. The story of the
various trends, is considered against the general background of prices and

other factors which have a major influence on the changing situation over the

years. A brief look is also taken at 'the problems and prospects for the

future. .

The study has been deliberately limited in its objectives, as it is hoped

in this way to draw attention to a few of the salient points of interest.
Some of the conclusions must be tentative and this preliminary look at past

events has suggested that certain aspects could be looked at in greater depth

and that others not discussed, could beexamined. It is hoped to do this in

future studies.

SECTION 1

1. A LOOK AT TRENDS IN PROFITABILITY

Althpugh.the weather affects individual farm profits from year to year,

nther factors can be more important when considering a group of farms scattered

geographically over a wide area. For example, the price received for farm

products, the level of subsidies and the cost Gf paid labour and other inputs,

all have their effect on farm incomes. Probably the most iplportant single
influence is the price of milk, although to keep pace with the general

inflationory trend of rising prices, increased cow numbers and. higher milk
yields, have played a4 part in attempting to keep up with the ntn—farming Jones's.

A study of Tables 1 and 2 shows that the low profit years from 1960/61 to

19634/64 coincide with realised. milk prices ranging from Id. to ad. below the

3 shilling mark. This compares with a 1967/68 realised price of 3/31d.
Over the period 1960/61 to 1947A8 there was. an increase of 5d. per gallon.

For an 800 gallon herd, this difference of 5d. per gallon amounts to

about 219 per co* per year.

Or at the same level of yield:

For a small 30 cow herd £570
For a medium 50 " " £9.50
For a larger 75 " 21425



Year
;

1956/57
1957/58
1958/59
1.959/60
1960/61
961/62
1962/63
1963/64
'1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
i967/68

23 Small Farms
UP TO 125 ACRES

Average Size 72 Acres

Net
Profit Surplus
per farm per farm

851
730
830
1053
893
786
719
491
972
903
754-
862

z

328
168
170
389
136

(-) 8
(-) 102
(-) 338

119
(-

204.
*116

TABLE I - PROFITABILITY

PROFITABILITY OF THE SANE SAMPLE OF DAIRY F.ARMS OVER 12 YEARS

•

Net Profit  and. Surplus, for three size

Per farm and. per cent of Tenants' Capital 

Prcfit as %:,) Surplus as %
of Tenant's Of Tenant's
Capital CRItal 

20.4-
17.5
19.6
23.9
19.4-
16.3

9.9
19.2
17.6

14.9

7.9
4,0

8.8
2.9

(-) 0.2
(-) 2.1
(-) 6.8

2.3
(-) 0.1
(-) 3.6
.(-) 2.0

Net
Profit
per farm

cc

1094--
1267
14.11
1320
1356
1112
748
718
1422
1113
1234.
1697

24. Medium-sized. farms
126 TO 200 ACRES

Average Size 156 Aczea

Profit as % Surplus as
Surplus. of Tenant's .of Tenant's
per 'farm Capital Capital 

584.
718
822
709
661
395

(-) 31
4-9
571
183
206
664.

17.2
19.9
21.6
19.3
19.0
15.2
10.3
9.8

19.1
14.7
14.4.
19.6

9.2
11.3
12.6
10.4-
9.2
5.4

(-)
(-) 0.7

7.7
2.4

7.7

16 Larger farms
OVER 200 ACRES

Average Size. 282 Acres

Net .Profit as %
Profit Surplus :of Tenant' s
per farm per farm Capital 

Z

2162 1730 22.5
2292 1837 22.8
2550 2027 25.1
24.97 1964. 22.1
2085 1448 17.3
2015 1374. 16.0
1600 905 12.4.
1324. 634 10.0
2238 1518 16.2,
2161 1333 15.2
2184. 1249 13;,5
3055 2111 17.7

Surplus as ro
of ,Tenant's
.Capital

/g

18.0
18.3
20.0
17.3
12.0
10.9
7.0
4.8

11.0
9.4
7.7
12.3
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TABLE 2

PRODUCERS MILK PRICES (1)

Scottish-Milk ivia'rketirig Bord. 

Year Price Year Price 

1956/57 2s. llid. 1962/.63
1963/64 

2s, •9id.

1957/58 2s. lltd. 2s. 11 d.

1958/59 2s. llid. 1964/65 3s. lid.

1959A0 2s. 'lid. 1965/66 3s. 2d.

1960/61 2s, Id. 1966/67 • 3s. 3id.
i

1961/62 2s. 914-d. 1967/68 3s. 3-0A.

Tic some extent the various boosts given t;' beef productism, through

increased prices and subsidies, have helped incomes of dairy farmers. The

favourable trend in beef prices has helped to raise the selling prices of
both calves and cast cows and although prices of dairy heifer and cow

replacements are also affected, any group of dairy farmers may be both
buyers and sellers of dairy replacements. The national trend in dairy
cow numbers has been gradually downward, 363,900 in 1956 to 328,300 in

1967 - a f41 of nearly 10%, although thd most recent figures suggest a
levelling off or even an increase in numbers. This is perhaps to be expected

as farmers may be taking a more optimistic view of the future. Beef cows •

on the other hand, have shown a marked increase in numbers over the same

period 193,600 in 1956 to 359,700 in 1967 or an 87ro increase.

The number of registered milk producers also show a marked decline -

8564 in 1956 to 6233 in 1967 - a 27% fall.

T.PBLE 

Trend in Beef Cow Numbers, Dairy Cow Numbers and
Registered. Milk Producers (Scotland) (1)

Beef Cow Dairy. Cow
Numbers Numbers

Registered Milk
Producers

1956 193,600 363,900 8,564
1967. 359,700 328,300 6,233

When looking at the trends in profitability in Table 1 the question of
appropriate yardsticks arise.

It is always difficult to compare farming incomes, whether comparisons

are between farms.of•a different size or with those of non-farming members
of the community.''' Small farmers depend to a. much greater extent on their
own and family labour,. than larger farmers.

Any farmer. undertaking a fair amount of manual work will usually bo

looking for a wage as a reward for this work and in order to enable cbmparisons

. between farms, the figure of Surplus is used.. , This represents Net profit;
' less a. deduction. of the value .of the manual work done by the. farmer and his
wife .•

(1) Annual average net price ex farm after deducting transport and other
charges and including all quality and other premiums - to the nearest

4,.•

Source - The Three MI]k Marketing Boards in Scotland 1968, Key Milk Figures.

( 2) Source S . M. M. B. and. D . A .F. S



Although an iraivid.ual may- be more interested, in. Net Profit, if we want
to compare technical performance of a group of farmers, the use of Surplus is
a more appropriate yardstick,

For the small family farmer, the emphasis maybe on net profit and also
on cash income .or the difference between cash .paid out and cash received.
Taxable income is based on net profit (if in fact the farmer manages to pay
tax), and ;the profit, although not the cash available, will be affected by
depreciation and valuation changes. For this reason, the cash available to
meet living expenses and to enable any personal savings or capital investment
is also a key figure for any farmer whether large or small. This aspect is
discussea later in the report.

Looking at the dairy farm trends In Table 1 we can see that the small
farmer has fared the worst of The net profit In 1967/68 is just about
the same as that achieved in 1956/57. If we compare this with the trend in
industrial earnings i average wages of manual workers have increased from Rail-
per week to £22 over the same period, and as a measure of what this income
will buy in cash, the index of retail prices has risen from 100 in 1956 to
.148 in 1968. This means that the small dairy farmer with his net profit of

£851 in 19564/57 would need a profit in 1967/68 of Jas2.59 in order to enjoy the
same standard of living. If he were to keep up with the trend in manual
workers earnings the figure would need to be £1,335. The actual performance
of the group of small dairy farms was in fact a net profit 4f only in
1967/68.

On the medium sized dairy farms, there is a slightly- better profit record

over the years, although the two low-profit years 19624/63 and 19634/64 stand
out. Taking Net profit as the yardstick the 1956/57 figure of M1091+ would
require an equivalent of Z1619 to produce the same purchasing power in 1967/68.
Thus, using this measure: the net profit of £1,697 managed to more than maintain
parity- with the general rise in prices, although if surplus was used as the
measure, then the picture woad be considerably less attractive. Surplus only
increased from c584. to Z664, an increase of 14%, s. against a 48%; rise in retail
prices.

The trend for the larger group of farms - Over 200 acres is similars with
the sharp drop in profits and surplus in 1962/63 and 1963/64. It is signi-
ficant that the larger farms managed. to produce a Surplus in each of the last
12 years. Over the twelve year period net profit increased by 4) and surplus
by 2 in comparison with the rise in ratnil prices.

Looking at the figures for the medium and larger farms, the improvement
in results shown in 1967/68 over the previous year is substantial, but the same
recovery in profits was not enjoyed by the small farms.

Although figures are quoted for net profit and surplus as a per cent of
tenant's .!apitail it would be wrong to read too much into these figures, as
valuations maybe estimated on the conservative side so that any percentage
returns may overstate the true position. Thus, when looking at this particular
series of figures, it is the trend rather than the absolute figures that must
be emphasised. Broadly, the trend in percentage returns follow the pattern
of profit and surplus, but for the larger farms a more rapid increase in
tenants' capital accounts for the lower percentages in the later years.

NO specific analysis has been made of the trend in milk yield on this
identical sample of farms, but one would expect that it would agree broadly
with the national figures shown in Table 4. below. At an average price of
3,/- per gallon the 87 extra gallons would be worth about £13 per cow - a sub-
stantial contribution to increased efficiency.



( 3 )

• TABLE 14.

ESTIMATED MILK YIELDS (1)

Average _gallons per cow p..23_3:. ear(ear to March)

iMilk Market iñcç :Board

• Year Gallons Year Gallons
. -
1956/57 722 1962/63 757
1957/58 733 1563/64 750
1958/59 734 1964/65 772
1959/60 741- 1965/66 776
1960/61 759 1966/67 771
1961/62 761 1967/68 809

Thus, the story of profitability is one of mixed fortuftes, with the group
of small farms losing considerable ground in terms of income and. living
standards. The downward'brend in producers milk prices over the first half
of the 12 year period has been followed by a similar period of improved. milk
prices, although the industry as a whole has had to absorb sane proportionately
greater increases in costs, and a decline in the pur'ithasing power of 'looney.
Dairy farmers are obviously not alone in this last problem, but whereas pro-
ducers milk prices have risen over 12 years from 2s. 14d. to 3s. 31d. or
approximately We) the price of labour has increased over the same period fron,a
just over 4e10 per weak to just under £18 per week - an actual increase of
75% (2). One major input which has not followed the general upward trend
and. which is a majoi. input on dairy. farms, is the price of aairy cake which
has shown only a small price increase ofless than 4%(3).

In spite of the decline in the number of milk producer's and the falling
off in cow numbers now arrested for the time being, there are hopeful signs
to set against these rather depressing trends. For the individuals who
remain in the industry, there is scope to increase yields and efficiency,
although there will no doubt be many problems. One qf these - the problem
of building up cow numbers and tenants' assets, is discussed in the section
which follows.

(1) Source the Three Milk Marketing Boards in Scotland 1968, Eby Milk Figures
and earlier issues.

(2) Source: Scottish, Agricultural Economics - Figures based. on Total
Eatmings of Dairy Stockmen.

Source:'. B.O.C.M. private communication
(Based on prices of 3i- lb. and 14. lb. type Cakes).



Year

1956/57
1957/58
1958/59
1959/60
1960/61
1961,/62
1962/63
1963/64.
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68

TABLE _5 - GROWTH IN TENANT'S CAPITAL

DAIRY COW NUMBERS TENANT'S CAPITAL NET TRADING INC ONE .AND CAPITAL EXPENDITURE OVER 12 YEARS

23 Sw,1.7.1.. Farms
RP TO 125 ACRES

.A.-ver(-1.1c2.....SIze 72  Acres

Tenant's
No. of Capital

Dairy Cows 12.-trevail
Net

Trading
Inc ome*

26 0.67 1099
27 0.73 1034
26 4-228 1102
27 4406 1224_
28 4613 1127
29 4824 1005
30 4.908 101.1.
.30 4.942 898
30 5066 1266
31 5132 114.6
31 5639 1062

• 32 5792 1262

For the same sapple of farms for three, size_groups,

Capital
Eaenditure

396
260
450
370
484.
423
327
405
536
328
4.92
1411

24_ Me dium2p-I,zecl Farms
12 TO 2..00 ACRES

Average Size 1567—Acmres

No. of
Tenant' s Net
Capital Trading Capital
LII1 Inc orne* .E...usiaditure
z z z

43 634.5 1k39 289
43 6368 1607 44.3
43 6531 1631 527
44 6830 1526 541
0 7152 1675 668
47 7310 1639 589
46 7253 1301 430
4.6 7295 1190 527
47 7428 1743 528
48 7552 1535 610
4.9 8547 1499 501
49 8656 2232 760

16 TJ,arger Farms
.OVER 206 ACRES •

Avsrage Size 282 Acres

No. of
DairLITE1

*Net Trading .Inc ome = Trading Revenue . less Trading Expenditure.

Tenant's Net
Capital Trading Capital
( Av „Val Inc ome* Expenditure

z

63 9615 2656
65 1.0061 274.0
66 10159 2929
66 11321 2931
68 12076 2852
69 12627 2641
71 12925 2367
72 13271 2214
72 13835 2752
73 3.423.1 2812
73 16186 294.5
76 17226 3697

970
791
1005
1411
1394.
1351
892
1121
1368
1303
1229
1276
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-
SECTION 2

;,•
A LOOK AT GROWTH IN TENANTS  CAPITAL5

•

Table 5 on the opposite page shows the trend in Tenants' capital, Net Trading
Income and Capital Expenditure over the twelve years 1956/57 .to 1967/68. The
terms used are defined : in. the 'Appexidix:. on page 16 but :it is pointed out that
Tenants' Capital does not include - Items that would be regarded as Landlords'
fixtures. Also, there is a tendency for valuations to :eri.-on the low side
and in the year 1966/67 a major revaluation took plate which increased the
figures in this study by between 10 to 15%. ...This means that although the
tenants' capital for the last two years may 'be more realistic, part of the
indicated grswth in tenants' capital is due to the. revaluations. Nonetheless,
the increase in cow numbers gives an indication .of the general trend and the
fact that the over 200 acre farms increased their' Tenants Ca ital from
g 61 to ga. ,22 i.e. b 9cro is still a significant figure when compared with
the much smaller increases on the medium sized and smaller farms:-

Medium Sized Farms Increased Tenants' Capital from £6,34.5 to
.g8:656 or 39%.

Smaller Farms Increased Tenants' Capital from £4.22.67 to
£5,792 or 36%.

The fact that cow numbers' increased in all the farm size groups suggests
that increased tenants' capital would be linked with increased cow numbers.
However, when the figures for Tenants' Capital are expressed on a per cow
basis the pattern on the larger farms shows a marked increase in tenants'
capital per cow.

Year

1956/57
1967/68
Percent increase

over 12 years

TABLE 6

TENANTS' CAPITAL PER CO?

(.1956/57 and 1967/68 Compared)

Small Farms
Up to 125 acres

g per cow

160
181

13%

—111-200 acres

g per cuw

14.7
177

15%

Medium Sized Farms ger. Farms
Over 200 acres

g per cow

152
226

49%

It would seem that for the larger farms, investment has been in equipment
and structures rather .than in ,build up of cow. numbers alone:. The tenants'
capital per cow in 1967/68 at •g226 on the shOs an increase of
49% over the 1956/57 figures, compared with increases of only 15% and 13,10
respectively, for the medium and small sized.:.groui5s. .

However, there could. be enterprises on the. .larger farms other than dairy-
ing, such as cereal growing, which would account for the higher figure for
tenants' capital per c'cw,;

Returning to the figures shown in Tables 5 and 71 Net Trading Income is
the difference between Trading Revenue and Trading Expenditure. To the extent
that it excludes depreciation as a non-cash expense, it is an approximation of
net cash income, although because of the inclusion of debtors and creditors it
could differ from the actual cash position according to the timing of actual
receipts and payments.



Year
1111.111.m...

23 Small Farms
UP TO 125 ACRES

Average Size 72 Acras

• Capital
Expenditure
Equipment
8: Vehicles

1956/57 281
1957/58 204_
1958/59 243
1959/60 320
3,969/61 278
i962/62 263
196V63 243
1963/64 387
4964/65 323
1965/66 316
19664/67 314
196V68 288,

TOTAL p 3460

AVERAGE
PER ANI4UM 288

• Capital
Exp.

Structure 3

,TABLE 

CAPITAL  EXPENDITURE ON EQUIPIErlIT 8: VEHICLES ON STRUCTURES,
AND ABA .FERCMITAGE OF NET TRADING INCOME

Capital
Capital Exp.
Exp. as of -Net
TOTAL Trad.Inc.,

115 396
56 260
207 4.50
50 370
206 4.84.
160 423
814. 327
18 405
213 536
12 328
178 492
123 411

1/422 4.882

36.0
25.1
4.0.8
30.2
142.9
42.1
32.3
4.5.1
42.3
28.6
46.3
32.6

119 407 37.3%

2/4. Medium-Sized Farms
=6 TO 200=FtES,
Average Size 156 Acres

Capital
Expenditure
Equipment
8.-;  Vehicles

207
401
437
4.22
505
468
292
4.81
4.81
54-6
439
332

5011

418

Capital
Exp.

Structures

Capital
Capital • Exp.
Exp. as % of Net
TOTAL Trad.Inc.

82 289 20.1

42 • 

443 27.6
90 527 31.4-
119 541 35.5
163 668 39.9
121 589 35.9
138 430 31.1
46 527 44.3
47 528 30.3
64 610 397
62 501 33.4
428 760 34..1

1402 6413

117 535 33.6%

••l6Larer Farms 
OVER 200 ACRES

Average Size 282 Acres

Capital
Expenditure
Equipment
8: Vehicles

659
704.

• 702
- 982
979
725
677
850
997
1108
748

• 676

9807

817

Capital
Capital Capital Exp

Exp. as % of Net
Structures TOTAL Trad.Inc_.

%

311 970 36.5
87 791 28.9
303 1005 34-.3
429 Dal -47•3
415 1394. 413.9
626 1351 47.6
215 892 37.7
271 • 1121 5o.6
371 1368 4-9.7

.a95 1303 4_6.3
4.81 • 1229 41.7
600 1276 34.5

8

4304 Dail

- •359 1176 42.0%



•

In view of the-low lQvo.L of - Net Trading Inooma availblo -on the small and

medium sized farms, the percentage re-invested in equipment and structures is
remarkably high, amounting to 37.3% and 34.1% of Trading Income. However, in
absolute terms, this does not amount to .a very large sum, especially for

investment in structures. - On the larger farms over 200 acres the picture

is more favour4le, with not onlya greater Net Trading Income available, but

also a greater proportion (0) actually .spent on capital items.

• .A look.at,the .interest payments made, suggests

an increasing role in financing capital expenditure
more significant on.the larger farms, both in .terms
involved and the rising trend over the period.

Year

1956/57
1957/58
1958/59
1959/60
1960/61
1961/62
1962/63
1963/64.
1964/65
1965/66
1966/67
1967/68

TABLE 8

that borrowing is playing
and that this role is
of the larger amounts

Interest Payments (Averae per Farm)

• 'Small . Farms
U to 12 acres

E-E2E-S-baral

29.8
28.2
25.7
16.1
21.7
26.0
25.3
31.8
39.6
36.4
48.5
52.3

3 Year
Average 1956/59 27.9

3 Year
Average 1965/68 45.5

Percent increase
1965/68. over 1956/59. 64%

Medium Sized. Farms Larger Farms
12.-200 acres Over 200 acres

- per farm

15.8
1744
24.9
22.7
27.6
29.1
34.9
46.8
6o.o
65.8
54..o
52.5

19.4

57.4

196%

per farm

53.3
50.1
12.4
27.1
4263
107.3
130.3

• 124..1
135.3
167.1
191.9
21008

• 38.6

189.9

39

The amounts of interest paid reflect not only increased amounts or borrow-
ing but also higher rates of interest.. During the 12 year period, the Bank
Rate has been as low as 4% and.. currently stands at 8%. It should also be -.
'remembered that interest payments are only one aspect of indebtedness and that
a full picture of all aspects would only be obtained by detailed study of the
structure of all assets and liabilities in the Balance Sheets over the years.

However, as the farms .do.represent an :identical sample and the definition
of interest remained unchanged,- the trend as shown in Table 8 does at least
indicate as one would expect, that dependence on borrowing is increasing and
that .01e, larger farms:, being., perhaps more creditworthy 'are able to,. pr find
it necessary to, increase their borrowing substantially. Comparing the three
earlier years 1956/59 with.thr.ee later years 1965/68 the interest payments
for the three groups - small, medium and large 7 increased by 64%, 196% and
399%;i-espectively. Because, of the arbitrary distinction between short and
lcng term borrowing for tenants' as opposed to landlords' capital: the figures
for interest payments should be considered as broad indicators of the trends
rather than as a statement of fact. It would seem that borrowing has increased
and that the larger dairy farms were able to and did in fact berrow more money.

••
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SECTION 3

• A LOOK AT FUTURE PROSPECTS

4

The declining trends in cow numbers and numbers of milk producers have
been mentioned, but in looking ahead, the trends in liquid milk sales and con-
sumption per head can give an indiCatian of future prospects. With possible
entry into the Common Market and other changes in the pattern Af world trade
in dairy produce, the future is by no means predictable. Even at a more
local level, technological developments and possible new dairy products, can
all play a part in moulding the industry of the future. In spite of all the
factors and possibilities eyn the horizon,,the liquid milk market is still
likely to provide the cornerstone on which any future progress must be built
and the trends shown in Table 9 are one of the less encouraging features likely
to influence the future of milk producers.

TABLE 9

ESEILMILLapES S.M.M.B. and
LIQUID MILK CONSUMPTION SCOTLAND (1)

(Years to March)

Liquid Liquid
Milk Sales Milk Cons= tion

(.§.M.M.B. Area) Scotland) 
-

Year Million Gallons
,

1956/57 116.8 4.40
1957/58 115.5 4.31
1958/59 116,0 4.33
1959/60 117.6 4.35
1960/61 117.7 4.36
1961/62 119.0 4,38
1962/63 119.3 4.38
1963/64- 120.2 4.38
1964/65 1204.. 4.39
1965/66 119.6 4.35
1966/67 118.6 4..31
1967/68 118.8 4.29

Pintse. per Week

After an upward trend from 1957/58 t 1964/65, there has been if anything,
a. slight decline in total liquid sales in the S.M.M.B. area and a small fall in
milk consumption per head over the whole of Scotland.

In spite of these trends, increased, yields per cow, have enabled the
reduced national herci to increase to-cal milk sales off farms by -approximately
10% over the twelve 'year period.

TABLE 10

TOTAL MILK. SALES,.OFF FARMS (2)
(Scotland)

Year to March Million Gallons Year to March Million Gallons

1956/57 . .224.6 ' 1962/63 243.1
1957/58 229.6 1963/64. 236.3
1958/59 220.6 1964/65 238.94
1959/60 229.8 1965/66 239.7
1960/61 239.9 1966/67 234.3
1961162 ' 24.5.4. ' 1967/68 246.0

(1) Source:. Key. Milk Figures L. The Three Milk Marketing Boards in Scotland 1968.

(2) Source: S.M.ILB.
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• Tabip zt_..ctztp.or,cwf the guaranteed. prices of milk with the prices actually
received, by producers including all premiums and after deduction of transport
and other charges. The two figures differ because the guaranteed price is
payable to the board in respect of the Standard Quantity of milk only.
There are also further Board marketing and administration expenses to be met.
before arriving at actual producers prices.. Thus, as production exceeds the
standard quantity, the balance in excess realises a much lower price; The
extent of the scaling down of guaranteed. prices depends both on the amount of
production and. the actual Standard Quantity Which in turn is based on trends
of liquid milk sales.

Year

TABLE 11 .

COMPARISON OF GUARANThED MILK PRICES AND (1)
Realised Prices 

(nearest farthin)

Guaranteed Price Realised Price Difference

s. d.

1956/57 3 21
i1957/58 3 
21

1958/59 3 1-4
19594/60 3 1.1

t1960/61 3 -
If1961/62 3 24:

1962/63 3 2
1963/64 3 21-
1964/65 3 5
19654/66 3 6
1966/67 3 61-

i1967/68 3 74

S. d.

2 al-g-
2 11-
2 1.1.-24:
2 111
29

2. 9i
2 11.

• 3 1:+.
3 2
3 34

3-ff

Thus, the guaranteed price must be considered in relation to the rules
governing its operation and. particularly the effect of production in excess•
of the Standard Quantity. The gap between guaranteed prices and realised
prices can considerably reduce the effective amount of any review award. For
example, the increase in the guaranteed price of 3.*.d. (1.31d.) between l966/67&1967/6*
resultcri_An an increase in the realised price increase of -17..d. (0.26d.)

It would appear then, that .short 9f a revolution in milk marketing methods
and. a reversal of current trends in liquid milk sales, the farmer must look to
those aspects of his management which come directly under his own c ontrol - in
short increased efficiency.

For the individual farmer there could be opportunities other than milk
production which would relieve the pressure on milk supplies and avoid the
need for investment in fixed equipment whioh increasing .dairy cow numbers
usually involves.

The more intensive systems of beef' production offer one possibility and
are capable of achieving gross margins of AO per acre or more. On the other
hand, the standards required are high, calling for high stocking rates, good
grassland management and. perhaps .more important, capital tied up in animals
and buildings.

She• ep are currently out of fashion as a contributor to farm profits but.
given high stocking rates in the summer, -they can make good use of available•
winter grazing without the attendant problems ef poaching by outwintered
cattle. The ewe flock can often fit into a pattern of labour use on dairy
farms and given a prolific• type of ewe, can generate a useful cash return on
the capital outlay.

) Sour.cet ,M.M.B•
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This is not thelolAao .(3* go into the possibio alternatives to dairying,
but they do exist and given the right type of approach, the returns can be
good in terms of return on capital outlay involved, although the experience of
some who have given up milk production suggests that the regular milk cheque
is one bf the best ways of making sure :that the bills are paid.

This could well be the time to take a long hard look at alternatives to
dairying, but for the many who find, no really satisfactory alternative, the.
only answer is to get bigger or better, or probably bvth. Getting bigger
involves capital investment but becoming a better milk producer is a challenge
that most farmers will accept however high or low they rate themselves on the
efficiency scale. A. brief analysis has been made of the financial results
of the most recently available sample of Dairy farms. It suggests the extent
of possible scope for improvement and. points to some of the factors involved.
Obviously the standard of performance on dairy farms is improving all the time,
but the range in'performance between the middle of the road producers and those
at the top of the league table, does at least indicate where the scope for
improvement lies. Section 1 of this report makes a few broad comparisons
between the performance of the most profitable dairy farms and those achieving
about averaso performance.

SECTION 4.

ALOOK AT SOME FACTORS AFFECTING PROFITS ON DAIRY FARMS 1967/68

Drawing conclusions from a limited group of .farms, in this case 10 from
each size' group representing the top and middle level of performance on dairy
farms, has its lim5tations. , Similarly, the findings about factors affecting
profits from.a sample of whole farm figures cannot expect to be as* searching
as a detailed. study of dairy enterprises chosen with particular aims in mind.
It was not possible to do anything more than take a brief subjective look at
the likely* effect of soil type and climate, although these factors can have
a decided influence on results. In both the middle profit and high profit
groups, there were farms situated in the less favourable areas. This merely
underlines the fact that although adverse environmental conditions.make it
more difficult to achieve high profits, good management can overcome thesedisadvantages. Nonetheless, accepting the. limitations and the need for
detailed study, there .are certain important points' 'which emerge from the figures
shown in. Table 12. .

In the small and medium size groups Net Profit on the Top 5 farms was at
_least twice that of the Middle 5 farms and. almost three times as great on the
Over 200 acre farms.

When surplus, as opposed to Net Profit, is considered, the gap between
the top group and the middle group is much wider, amounting to .C1214., .E1960
and L33/4.5 respectively for the small, medium and. large groups of farms..

It was not possible in this limjted study to look at stocking ra'tes
because of the effect of enterprises ather than milk production, such as
sheep, cereal production etc. However, on the small and medium sized farms
it would s appear that the more successful farms had higher stocking rates.

One would expect the mnre profitable farms to build up a higher level of
tenants' capital. The top farms in each size group did in fact have a greater
investment in tenants' capital than the middle farms. It could:be argugd thatthis is both a cause and a result of success, in that a sound and high level
of investment is, a means of ensuring that the level of perfermance is maintained
and improved. Comparing the top farms and the middle farms, the difference
in tenants' capital was more marked on the larger group of farmsl with the top
farms having 40%; more tenants' capital. In the medium and. small size groups
of farms, the more profitable farms had 22,0 and 17% greater tenants' capital
respectively.

In all three size groups the more profitable farms used considerably mere
purchased feed, although on the larger groups of farms the difference was not



TABLE 12

COMPARISON OF TOP 5 FARMS WITH MIDDLE 5 FARMS (1)
IN EACH SIZE GROUP FOR l96/768

• Acres -(adjusted.)
Number 'Of Cows

SMALL FARMS -.Up...L.L.L.2.2...40:12 .

Top 5 Middlej.

74 acres ' 90 acres
COWS40 36 COWS

Per Farm

Net Profit 2319.
Surplus . 1185 -
Tenants' Capital. 7428
Purchased. Feed. 3410
Fertilizer Total 403
Fertiliser per acre £6.3 per acre
Milk Sales per cow £154. Ter cow

MEDIUM SIZED FARMS - 126-200 Acres

Per. Farm

z

957
29

6065 -
1860
363
£4..0 per acre

£113 per COW

la_a aill2......5. '
Acres (adjusted.) 150 acres 159 acres
Number of Cows , 61 COWS 41 COWS

Per Farm Per Farm

Net Profit 3415 1460
Surplus 2388 428
Tenant 1 Capital 10575 9036

. Purchased Feed. 3750 1984
Fertiliser Total 714 606
Fertiliser per acre a..7 per acre £3.8 per acre
Milk Sales per cow 8153 per caw .£129 per cow

Acres (adjusted.)
Number of Cows

LARGER FARMS - Over 200 Acre's

Top ,5 Middle 5 

306 acres 290 acres
.88. ccws 83 COWS

Per Farm Per Farm

Net. Profit 5031 ' *1842
Surplus • 4.329 984.
Tenants' Capital 2.2101 15735

Fertiliser total 1806 
4088Purchased: Feed. • 4738
1390

Fertiliser per acre ,p5.9 per acre £4.8 per acre
Milk Sales per cow £160 per caw £128 per cqw

(1) The top five and middle five in each group are ebtained. by ranking all
farms according to Surplus per acre for the year 1967/68. Thus: the
middle five in each case are not the conventional average of the whole
sample: but the average of five farms representing those half way clown
the order of merit as indicated by Surplus per acre. In this way- the
arithmetic required is reduced without affecting too much the validity
of the figures.

Note: The thirty farms forming the basis of this table are drawn from

a group of 159 Dairy Farms whose results were available for 1967/68.
Only a proportion of this number were available for the study of trends
shown in earlier tables.
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so marked. It does not fClilowthai using. more'purchased feed will produce a
higher profit but the ability to use greater quantities mf feed economically
is a way of increasing the size of the business and. therefore the profit

••• •••• •

potential.

Greater use ,of fertiliser was also a characteristic of the more profitable
farms. The 'better' farms in the Over'200'acre group spent almost ..E6 per acre.
In the same size group the middle 5 farms used. £4,8 of fertiliser - slightly
more per acre than the best farms in the 126-200 acre size group. This is
perhaps an indication of the fact that the middle 5 farms did in fact make a
net profit of 2184.2 on 290 acres which, although nothing out of the ordinary,
could hardly be described, as mediocre. 'The importance of arable cropping
will influence the level of fertiliser use, particularly on the larger farms.
liowever, the performance of the more profitable small farms using 26.3 of
fertiliser per. acre, emphasises the fact that grass is also a crop which will
respond to intensive management.

Perhaps the most important factor is shown up in the Milk Sales per cow.
The successful farms in each group ail exceeded. 2150 sales per cow with the
larger farms significantly higher', with a figure of £160 per cow. -

There is obviously more to achieving high milk sales per cow than using
more purchased feed and. more fertiliser aiiCithe sheer technical ability as a.
stockman is something that is not easily taught or learned. To achieve
certain types of improvements in performance one has just to follow the .
instructions and the improvement will usually follow. For exanple, if a
change in the work routine is made, so that a man can handle 4. milking units.
instead of three, we can assume that 40 cows will be milked in an hour instead
of 30, but whan it comes to giving instructions on haw to raise milk yields
from 800 gallons to 1000 gallsns the rules to follow would. need. to be rather
more complicated.

It is perhaps significant that in this aspect of the mystique of cowman-
ship, or the ability to achieve high milk sales per cow at an economic cost,
the gap between the top 5 and the middle 5 is much greater on the small farms
than on themedium sized and larger .farms. The point is further emphasised
when it is realised. that the sample of small farms consisted of 62, of which
28 achieved. results which were lower in terms of surplus per acre than the
middle 5 farms shown in Table 12.

The pressure of market forces may .have.played. its part in narrowing the
gap on the medium sized and larger farms, where a greater proportion of the
labour force has to be hired, but there would seem to be considerable scope
for improving technical performance on the smaller farms.

It is, perhaps a fitting conclusion fcor an economist to suggest that one
majmr problem requiring a solution is a_technical one, of how to define and
describe therequirements of good dairy.' farm management. A great deal is
known about the subject, but the problem; of presenting it to the farming
public in a form that can be widely acc.epted and understood, is a con.sid9rdb1e
one. Definition, discussion and communication of the best principles
dairy management is an objective of prime importance to all conerued. With .
the welfare of Dairy Farming. Any progress possible in this dirdctioffmuld.
do much to narrow the gap which exists between good and. not so good management.



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

With the exception of the small, under 125 acre farms, the sample of

Dairy farms have shown a recovery in their incomes from the law level of

profits achieved in the early 19601s, This has broadly followed the

pattern of changes in milk prices, although there are obviously other factors

involved. One important reason which has enabled some farmers to maintain

earnings in spite of adverse trends, has been the increase in efficienv

through increased yields and herd -size,

Growth in Tenants' Capital has been slow on all except the larger farms,

which have almost doubled their tenants' capital over a twelve year period.

The proportion of investment in Tenants' Capital in relation to Net Trading

Income was relatively high on all size groups, the averages ranging from

33% to 42%. • Analysis of interest paid suggests that the importance of

borrowing is increasing, especially on the larger farms, although bank rate

has also increased from 4 to 8% during the twelve year period under review.

The downward trend in dairy cow numbers and the decline in the number

of registered milk producers, together with the static figures for liquid

milk sales and consumption, suggest that producers must look to greater

efficiency, rather than increased, milk prices, if they are to maintain or

improve their profits. However, there are many uncertainties ahead, includ-

ing possible entry into the Common Market and the whole question of government

policy and future trade agreements on Dairy produce. Thus, the only advice

that can be offered to producers is to become as efficient as possible and

more efficient than the next man, whether he be British, French or Dutch.

A. brief analysis of the financial results for a selection of farms from

the top and themiddle of the range of profitability, suggests that the gap

between the best managers and the average is considerable and is much greater

on the smaller farms. Higher profits are associated vdth greater tenants'

higher stocking rate, greater use of purchased feed and .fertiliser

and most of all with higher technical performance as measured by milk sales

per cow.

••



APPENDIX

Some Definitions and. Explanatory Notes

Net Profit

Net Profit is Trading Revenue less Trading EXpenditure, Depreciation and.
a charge on Fixed. qapital, adjusted up or down for any change in livestock or
crop valuations. At this stage no charge has been made for the value of the
manual work done by the farmer and. his wife.

Surplus

This is Net Profit less an estimated. charge for the manual work of the
farmer and. wife. . 'The rate at which manual work is charged. is varied. accord.-

. ing to the trend. in Agricultural Wage Board. Rates. Surplus is not the same
as Management and. Investment Income because in the latter, certain interest
charges, (ba.nk overdraft, hire purchase, etc.) are excluded..

Interest

This relates to interest on loans for Trading purposes only and. excludes
loans specifically for farm or .land. purchase. It includes interest on bank
Loans,. hire purchase and private loans, but not capital supplied. by farmers or
partners in a business,.

Tenants'Capital

This represents the .sum of the average valuations of Livestock, Livestock
products, Crops and produce, Machinery and. Fixed. Equipment. It should be
noted. -that in the 1966/67 year there was a major re-valuation of some items
with increases ranging from 10-15. However, the basis of an changes was
the same for all sizes of farms. It is stressed. that value of tenants'
capital is not the same as actual ownership, as, no account is taken of levels
of indebtedness.

Capital Expenditure

This item includes expenditure on machinery and. vehicles and also on
fixed equipment coming under the heading of tenants' fixtures and qualifying
for allowances under Section 314. of the 1952 Income Tax Act or for the Farm
Improvement Scheme. Capital expenditure is net of grants received. and in
the case of equipment, any sales are set off against purchases. Capital
expenditure may also include fencing and. work of a land. improvement nature.

Trading Revenues Trading Expenditure and. Net Tradin Income

Net Trading Income is defined. as the difference between Trading Revenue
and. Trading Expenditure. Trading Revenue includes some items of' a non
cash nature such as produce to Labour and to Farmhouse. Trading Expenditure
includes as a contra the same revenue item of produce to Labour and. also Board.
and Lodgings to Paid. Labour. Apart from the general aspect of cash available
through borrowing and the effect of outstanding debtors and creditors this
balance of Net Trading Income is the nearest equivalent to a figure of' "cash"
available for taxation: living expenses, saving and any investment in new
equipment or fixtures.


